
P r o j e c t  D E LTA

Within the sentencing process, 

IDOC monitors and manages the 

manner in which offenders are 

incarcerated and/or supervised as 

prescribed by Indiana law. The 

sentencing module also includes 

the calculations to track credit time 

and sentence expiration dates.

One system for all of my 

work

Less manual calculation & 

data entry

Easily accessible & 

searchable information

Key Changes?

What will be the same?

What’s in it for me?

Associated Roles:

Sentence 

Computation 
Specialist

Release 

Specialist All calculations will remain the same, but 

they will be done by the DELTA system.
All previous data from the legacy systems will 

be migrated to DELTA.

What’s included in 

this module:

The Credit Action Dashboard (CAD) 

will consolidate the 3 screens that are 

currently used to manage credit time. 

All Actions will appear in a grid so you 
can see the progression of Actions that 

affect the offender’s time, release 

status, and parole status.

DELTA will allow staff to view 

comments and dates through the 

Sentence Worksheet, and certain staff 

can view specific case order/count 
details on the Sentence Detail Screen. 

This will reduce the need for 

unnecessary communication channels.

There will be a Sentence Detail 

Screen for Out-of-State Offenders in 

DELTA. This is a new feature for 

IDOC. Out-of-State offenders will no 
longer be tracked on a spreadsheet.

Staff will be able to add as many 

Confinement Types that are needed 

for a Case Order, and they can be 

distinguished by Court Ordered Credit, 
Incarceration, Home Detention With 

Credit/Without Credit, etc.

CPCT Time Cut credits can now be 

entered on the Credit Action 

Dashboard (CAD) as a CPCT Time 

Cut, instead of a Note Action to 
manipulate the system into calculating 

the CPCT Time Cuts. 

When the PRD is within 30 days, 

there will be a 'Sentence Detail Final 

Audit' toggle and a 'Sentence Comp 

Final Audit' toggle on the Sentence 
Detail and CAD screens. The Banner 

and Release Dashboard will auto-

update to reflect the audit status.

To find out more, visit: https://www.in.gov/idoc/home/project-delta/

Module: Sentencing

Parole Agent

Staff will be able to manually lock dates in the 

event a legislative change is made changing 

any calculation, if a different way of calculating 

a sentence per a Judgement that goes against 
Statute is received, or if the system will not give 

the expected outcome for the PRD, MRD, 

Parole Start Date, or Parole End Date.

Certain staff will be able to see a history 

of all edits to the Sentence Detail and 

Sentence Worksheet when they result in 

a date change. This will make it easy to 
see why a release date has changed if 

an offender writes a letter asking what 

happened.
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